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Indicators of Deception from PM Trudeau on AG SNC Lavalin Pressure
Vancouver, BC: Dr. Matthew Kane has reviewed videos in which PM Trudeau comments on allegations
made by the Globe and Mail stating that he and or his office applied pressure to former Attorney
General Jody Wilson-Raybould in dealing with SNC Lavalin.
A number of indicators of deception were seen in the interview which PM Trudeau gave on 7 Feb 2019.
One video was analyzed for indicators of deception with the link provided below. In total 10 indicators
of deception were identified by Dr. Matthew Kane.
The following indicators of deception were identified: Incongruent verbal statement and head
movement at 0:12, 0:16, and 0:21. A brief shame movement at the 0:26 mark. Increase in blinking from
other statements and in contrast to other portions of the press conference at the 0:23 and 0:31 second
mark.
At the 0:35 second mark we see the PM move hands while talking (indicators), this is in contrasts to the
rest of the video in which his posture is rigid and is likely a signal of deception called manipulators. At
the 0:44 second mark we see a micro-expression of contempt from the Prime Minister.
Throughout the video, a subtle expression of anger is also seen on the upper portion of the Prime
Ministers face, providing further evidence that there was deception. PM Trudeau also appeared to
speak less on this subject then he has on past subjects, including during the 7 Feb 2019 press conference
in Vaughn Ontario. Decreased word quantity is an indicator of deception. Please note a statistical
analysis would be required to confirm this specific indicator of deception and that has not been
completed.
Having identified 10 indicators of deception it is highly likely that the PM Trudeau was knowingly being
deceptive in his statements that former Attorney General Jody Wilson-Raybould was never pressured by
the Prime Minister and or his office to make a deal with SNC Lavalin.
If you would like further information on this please contact Dr. Matthew Kane at 1-778-886-5705 or by
email at Matthew@SolarisIntel.com. The specific video utilized for this analysis is
https://toronto.citynews.ca/video/2019/02/07/trudeau-denies-pmo-pressured-justice-minister-to-helpsnc-lavalin-avoid-prosecution/

